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rÉÌ° èÀghaÉ 
 

‘A°w^ä ~ÉAT aJ¨ÀÝAa 
¦ÉSÉ ÀTÀU ~ÉAT ´À¦ÛAa 
~ÉÀUÉaÉÝÉ ÀTÀZ ÞpAËcfÌ ÞÀË 
cñÞË ~ÉAT ÀöÀJvAaÕ 
 
ÞþcÉ®fÀ°Ì ASÀÝ À@ØÉÀSÉ TöÉ@ØÉcF ÀUZÉ öÝSÉ | TöÉgÉÌÀ© s¨AoA¤Ì ®¨Zf TÉS¨ÀKÌ 
æH cH»SÉ @ØÌÀ© AwÀÝ ÞþËÀTq cÀUÀaS Às ©ÉÀ@Ø öÀ© öÀc ~ÇHf jce 
~ÞþcÉ®f | A@Ø§ AcÀ°r ÀËÀ@Ø WÀÌ À¬ØÌÉ ASÀÝ @Ø© SÉ wÉS, @ØAc©É, TöÉ@ØÉcF - 
@ØÉAxvþ ÀÌÉ¦ Àv@Ø AT ÀöÉT | 
 
©Éq gÉcÀ© gÉÀUÉ UÉÀw Às ~ÉTÌÉ Tk®ÉA¬ØÌ, ~ÉTÌÉR j@ØA°S WÀÌ A¬ØÌÀcÉ | 
©ZS jq ~ÉÀUÉaÉÝÉÌ ÀZUÉ ¬Ø¨ÌÉÀc, ZÉAU ÞÉÀÝ ~ÉTÌÉ TÉÀÝÌ WÀÌÌ ÀOM@ØÉÀi 
AwÀÝ °JÉ¦ÛÉÀcÉ | A@Ø§ ©ÉÌ ~ÉÀwR ÀsZÉÀSq sÉq j@Øv¨ZÉAS WÌ ~ÉTÉÀ°Ì ®ÀÊ 
sÉÝ | À@ØÀBÉ BfcÀSÌ gÉÌf °ÌBÉæÀUÉÌ ~É¦ÛÉÀU À@ØÉËÉÝ ÀsS TÉÀÝÌ öÉA®T¨Z 
´AJ@Ø TÉÀÌ | ©Éq jq ®k°kÀÌ ÞÌcÉÀ®R ~ÉTÉÀ°Ì TÀSÌ TÀoF ~ÉArðÀSÌ 
ÀÌÉ³¨Ì ~ÉÌ @ØÉr¬Ø¨U, ~ÉTÉÀ°Ì @ØÉÀSÌ TÀoF æSæASÀÝ cÉeUÉÌ wÉS | 
~ÉTÉÀ°ÌR TS cÀU AOAS AOAS | 
 
~ÉTÉÀ°Ì WÌ ÀSq, ÌÀÝÀa A°w^ä | ©Éq jcÉÌ ÞkÀBÉÝ ~ÉTÉÀ°Ì À®q A°w^ä ®cÉÌ öÉÀ©Ì ÀaÉJÝÉ, TÀSÌ ÀaÉJÝÉ 
A°ÀÝ gAÌÀÝ A°UÉT | 
 
Editors: Kaushik Sen, Piya Ray, Ratan Ray,  Shib Sankar Basu, Sumana Basu and Swaty Sen  
© Bengali Association of North Carolina 
 

The views expressed in this publication are of the respective authors/artists and are not necessarily those of 
BANC or the publication’s editor. 

 ‘w(rong) color’ 
 

Dear Editors, 
 

Girls can wear jeans; and cut their hair short 
Wear shirts and boots; 'Cause it's OK to be a boy 
but for a boy to look like; a girl is degrading 
'Cause you think that being; a girl is degrading. (Madonna) 
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Means anything to you? It does to me! And to tell you why, let’s set the clock back a few years…to one Fateful 
day when… 
 

THE clear morning shattered like brittle glass and fell about my slumbering self in a bright tinkling heap -- My 
new born was bawling lustily; something that I would rapidly get used to in the coming harried days. As I was 
carefully handed the tightly wrapped, protesting package, I must have looked much overawed, since a brisk 
no-nonsense voice penetrated through the cacophony: "it’s your baby! What a Beauty! Aren't you lucky now?" 
 

There was no more stalling, motherhood was beckoning and I plunged in -- headfirst. 
Parenthood is a tricky path to negotiate; sweetened liberally with cherished delights but one should always be 
mindful of nasty potholes one can easily flounder into...well, if you are someone like me anyway. I can only say 
from my valiant struggles, that I live and fortunately enough; learn! As the following account will hopefully, 
reveal... 
 

It all begun with one of my well meaning parents bustling into the room on that first blurry day, showing the 
cheerful nurse a whole set of yellow, red, green and pink colored baby clothes that had been lovingly amassed 
during the preceding months. Looking at the bunch, I saw the laughter drain away slowly from the nurse’s 
kindly face. Ominously she turned to me and enunciated slowly, "that’s a baby BOY you got there. What you 
got here, is ALL for li’l baby GIRLS!" Adding to our anguish, my husband breezed in with a bunch of 
balloons…bobbing cheerily behind him, in a cloud of, you guessed it! Pink, yellows and reds! And so, rather 
abruptly, begun lesson number one: We had, it appeared, despite priding ourselves as conventional, cautious, 
well read parents, failed to beef up on the fact; that gender specific coloration has taken the world by storm 
since the 20th century! Much to my chagrin, I realized that being blessed with a baby boy meant kissing some 
colors goodbye since, as has been succinctly put by the wise Franz Marc generations ago: "Blue is the male 
principle, stern and spiritual. Pink and Yellow are the female principles, gentle, cheerful and sensual. Red is 
matter, brutal and heavy and always the color which must be fought and vanquished by the other two." The 
gentle reader might come up right about here, for a breather and ponder, “Who is Franz Marc?” Well, I don’t 
know either; but the pronouncements are clear for all…Yellows, Pinks were firmly out, and because we are 
social animals and did not want to upset finer senses, Red was too. 
 

The days that followed unfolded with surprising speed! Gooey messes on all conceivable surfaces, soiled 
diapers, work clothes splattered with spit ups, tearful immunization trips, long wakeful nights and busy 
cluttered days were negotiated with grim determination and tired smiles as my boy learned to crawl, toddle 
uncertainly, developed a healthy appetite for TV remotes and cell phones and slowly perfected the art of 
manipulating everybody with blinding gummy smiles. 
Through everything we continued to test the frontiers of our color fast world and bounced back each time; 
defeated hollow. Here are some instances: I realized after a visit from kindly friends that fairy tale stories like 
Cinderella and Snow White were to be shunned at all times. I was welcome to read out Pinocchio or Winnie 
the Pooh; but I was warned about indulging myself with Thumbelina or Sleeping Beauty. Beaten, I took to 
reading the unisex “thakurma’r jhuli” with utmost vigor…old is gold after all. Stories about laal and neel komol, 
I was told, were quite alright for my toddler’s ears. 
 

When I bought pink and white cup cakes for the first birthday I was duly chastised by a fierce baby sitter…I 
bought Spiderman cupcakes on the second birthday, and since I felt adventurous, I requested small purple 
dots to be sprinkled on them. 
 

I feel despondent though, when strolling through the absolutely grim boy’s clothing section in any store. Since 
my big-boned (ha!) son from an early age has been in toddler clothes, I sometimes dispiritedly wander through 
those big-boy sections and sigh over the meager array of colors, if you can call them that: black, brown, khaki, 
olive, and a splash of red or navy blue here and there. And the prints are either something neutral like a stripe, 
or something gender-typed like a robot, tiger, monster truck, dinosaur, or toolset, the baby stuff often with 
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slogans like "Daddy's Little Boy" or "Future Linebacker." Nowhere have I seen, say, a whisk with "Daddy's 
Future Cook" or a thermometer with "Nurse in Training." 
 

And just last week at the pediatrician’s we were suggested that we enroll our child for vigorous sports like 
football, or karate…when I suggested ballet (I have this thing for waif like creatures floating around on their 
tiptoes) our doctor sternly told us that it was time our five year old learnt the common language of the male 
species. It finally filtered even through my dense headquarters that we had been branded with the blues and 
there, we were fated to remain. 
 

This story does not have quite the flat ending you had imagined however. Had I buried the hatchet and let the 
gender specific floodgates inundate my sense of justice, you could have turned away from these pages with a 
satisfied smirk of “I told you so”. Not yet, me hearties! Just to prove I have some fight left in me yet, I have 
bought, just yesterday, a bright turquoise shirt for my little one. And tomorrow when the painters come in to 
paint his room I have made up my mind to tell them to “GO GREEN!” 
 

And thus will begin my toddler steps towards a new revolution. 
For the BANC Magazine, 
 
Yours Faithfully, 
Debarati Datta 
 
 

 
 
 

Anandi 
 - Santanu Ghosh 

 

A bunch of dew laden roses, 
Red in color, 

Red in the warmth of love; 
 

A breath of air, 
Washed, 

In the afternoon rain 
Soft,  fresh. 

 

A tune, 
Profound, yet sweet 

Born, from the womb 
Of harmony 

Anandi 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
- °TÝ^äf °« 
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Bagha 
    -  Mithu Chaudhuri 
 

My little black Bagha shines like velvet 
and who knows why he is so afraid? 
Helpless creature, stares at me and tells me mother 
Are you going to send me away with my other puppy brother? 
Months went by and I didn't realize 
My little Bagha is still sitting on my side 
His black sad eyes talk to me 
He can't talk, but what does it matter to me? 
Our relation grew day by day 
He helps me to play. 
Bright, sunny day, while working in the yard 
Bagha comes to me and pulls me to the side 
Barking and telling me to go inside 
Busy I was, I ignored him and chide 
Barked again and again and looked at me with his big bright eyes 
Suddenly I see a copperhead went by. 
Oh God! what do I owe him for my life 

  
Our Leeya at Tapobon 
    - Debiprasad Chaudhuri 
 

Leeya, my precious Angel 
Three days gone by 
I had most wonderful time in my life 
Do you know why?  
You alone came to stay with us in our ‘Tapobon’ 
On your arrival the birds started chirping, squirrels dancing 
And all the dogs are waiting for your magic touch 
Butterflies are showing off their colors 
Even little turtle happened to be passing by, knocked at your door yesterday. 
Flowers began to bloom, vegetables are maturing in the garden 
To be picked up by you 
We two had so much fun together 
We danced and sang and nobody stopped us 
We giggled and joked and curdled and hugged each other 
I cooked all the fresh delicious meals for you 
And you appreciated and thanked me for that. 
We read few books, we went for a walk 
And went to visit few friends 
And they called you” Baby doll’ 
My darling I know you are missing your parents 
But we are your loving Grandparents. 
When Dadai gets ready to go for surgery 
You say bye to me and wants to go with him. 
Your Gia took nice care of you while I went to office 
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Your big brown eyes and curly hair 
And expressive personality attracts everyone anywhere 
Your lovely smile wins the world 
Sam and Mr. Robinson call you a “young lady” 
You are our Sakuntola, you are our joy 
We are mighty proud of you the way you behave 
Your mom and dad trained you well. 
When you sit and play and mumbles 
You remind me of your dad when he was a child 
We all pray to Lord Krishna to keep you happy and healthy 
You have a lot to do for the whole wide world. 
 
 

 
 

 
The Evolution of Bengali Community  
 - Amalendu Chatterjee 
  

When we came to North Carolina in 1987, the community was small, composed of fewer than 30 families. 
There was limited participation in or exposure to mainstream Amercian culture. Times have changed, and we 
must get involved. There are many reasons we should embrace this change, the first reason being the 
globalization of culture, politics, economy, society, fashion, bollywood/hollywood, games/sports, food, and 
even religion (meditation) – panfusion. The second reason is that children are growing up without an 
understanding of what it means to be Indian in this new world. At best, they may be called children of first 
generation Indians. But they are so much more than that, and embracing the change we see will cement that 
fact. 
 

There may be more than one approach to addressing the changing cultural, political, and economic landscape. 
Below, I explain my views, but some readers may have different approaches. At the very least, I hope to spark 
a productive debate. For now, let me describe the landscape of 1970’s and 1980’s.  
  

In the early stages of our immigration to the United States or Canada, people could hardly distinguish among 
Bangladeshis, Indians, or Pakistanis. We were collectively called Pakis – a derogatory term used to harass us. It 
was not the norm, but there was lack of knowledge and understanding by a small segment of Western 
population. During early the days of immigration, engineers needed a degree from here to work as 
professionals. Doctors graduating from Indian medical schools had to go through rigorous tests before they 
could apply for internship/residency. In the field of liberal arts, it was very difficult to get a professional job 
unless you were very renowned. Gradually, many myths are disappearing and Indians are being accepted into 
the main stream. This evolution was created by the boom of IT industries. There is even thought of bringing 
foreign medical graduates to serve in rural community in the United States.   
 

This creates an opportunity for us to initiate our efforts at the grassroots level – schools, neighborhoods, and 
local politics. Pakistanis, Bangladeshis and Indians must first be united. We must avoid injecting the old politics 
of our native countries into the new, fresh landscape. Our children must first be given the freedom to choose 
the United States as a surrogate country of origin before they can be part of the main stream, 
  

In our schools, children must be encouraged to learn as many languages as possible and get involved in the 
larger community.  Language study can be used as a tool to communicate with young people the importance 
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of understanding our common fabric.  They must also learn behavioral tolerance, religious secularism, respect 
for teachers and seniors, and how to coexist with people of different backgrounds and morals.  
In our neighborhoods, children should participate in organized games and sports. They should act as role 
model to other children so that the ethnicity can be won by examples. Of course, they must give their best to 
achieve the goal.  
  

In terms of politics, children should be encouraged to understand the constitution, their rights, and the rights 
of others. They must learn the political process involved in all levels of government, most importantly local 
government. They must be able to differentiate the principles of the two major parties and remain aware of 
the development of new parties. They must understand the public and private funding of political 
contributions. They should also learn to initiate new ideas to better society as a whole. In today’s world, there 
may not be so called pure capitalism, socialism or communism. Will these -isms converge for the common 
good of humanity?  
  

Though this article was written with the Bengali community in mind, it applies to the Indian community as a 
whole. Our children must be ready for anything. Certain skill sets may be universal, but many skill sets are 
country-specific, such as language and social behavior. It is important to be aware of uniquely American social 
attributes while studying here and also while living here. Twenty years from now, there may be an opportunity 
for generation Y to move from the United States to China or India or Africa to better their lives. This may be 
one lesson derived from the global change we see – and it requires a paradigm shift. Maybe the United States 
is no longer the final destination, but the lessons we learn while integrating into society here may help us 
adjust to new conditions in the future. Never impose your dreams on your children. Let your children have 
their own dreams of success. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

wÀ\ÞÌ SÉÝ@Ø 
 

w\Þ @ØAÌÝÉ @ØÉvÉq A°S, ©Éq 
ÀcUÉ sÉÝ cÀö ~BÉÀ^ä, ~@ØÉÌÀH | 
jq j@ØÉ^ä SÉvÀ@ØÌ SÉÝ@Ø ~ÉAT, ©Éq 
À°ö ~ÉgÌÀH ®@ØU æH Þþ@Øv AcSÉ ~ÉOÌÀH || 
Àö TÉ©: °kw»É, À©ÉTÉÌ ÞA© ®c» æHÉ©f©, 
A®AXoÀ© ASÞ¨S, ~É@Øòi wÌÀU ASTA£ð© | 
~ÉAT ~ÉÞS À®MÌg- ‘®ÌÉÀcÕ ÀbÀUAa ÞþÉHTS, 
À®q ®¨ÀÌ À©ÉTÉÌ OÌÀH jq ÀTÉÌ ASÀc°S- 
ÀsS ArciÉ@Ø¨ÀÌÌ ÞÀË ~ÉATR öq A°rÉöÉÌÉ, 

 ©c¨R @Øg¨ ÀsS mÏÉSfÝ Þ¨AUÀrÌ öÉÀ© SÉ ÞA¦Û oÌÉ || 
 

- ÞþHc @Ø¨TÉÌ À®S 
14q À®Àóv²cÌ, 2009 
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My Love for India 
- Mandira Mittra 

(April 1976, in the wake of the night  
Champaign-Urbana, Illinois) 

 

India! Behold its Beauty! Like a radiant sun, 
Sparkling like a vibrant dew, with its different colors, 

Compare to none other. 
Unique in its quality, that leaves everyone to stun, 

How to stand firm, solid, and violence to none. 
 

Land of Religion, where it sees a region of differences, 
Yet it folds in like a 

flower, with tender caresses. 
 

Great men of India tried to forsake prejudices, 
For they knew that the differences, are only a media, 

To reach the ultimate premises. 
 

The land that teaches all its people to learn how to exist, 
When choices are so multiple. 

And to fully accord with the principle of love and compromise, 
In the face of torment and waves of misery that often arises. 

 

India is a land that blooms, like a lotus in mud and mire, 
And glows with all its beauty like a beam of fire. 

 

Love for you is instilled, in my mind, 
Which is infinite and hard to find. 

 
 
 
 

mªóð 
  - ~A°A© TB¨T°ÉÌ 

  
mªóð À°ZÉ ¬Ø¨ÌÉÀÝ SÉ 
mªóð @Øg¨ ~ÀS@Ø öÝ SÉ | 

 
mªóð A°ÀÝ ~É@ØÉr ÀaÉJÝÉ sÉÝ 
mªóð ~ÀS@Ø °kÀÌ sÉRÝÉ sÉÝ | 

 
mªóð À°ZÉ ZÉÌÉÞ SÉ 
mªóð À°Z, ~ÉrÉ Àa¦Û SÉ | 

 
mªóð ÀgÉUÉÝ °¨:Z À°Ý 
mªóð ~ÉcÉÌ ÌACS R öÝ | 

 
mªóð A°ÀÝ Bw© wÀ¦ÛÉ 
mªóð A°ÀÝ S©¨S @ØÌ | 
 
mªóð S©¨S ~ÉrÉ ®pAÄ @ØÀÌ 
mªóð Þ¨ÌÉ©S ÀgÀC, ~SF wÀ¦Û | 
 
mªóð BfcÀS ÀgÉÌ ~ÉÀS 
mªóð A°ÀÝ S©¨S mªóð öÝ | 
 
mªóð À°ZÉ cpËÉ SÉ 
mªóð À°ZÉ ¬Ø¨ÌÉÝ SÉ | 
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In a few hours  
 - (a short poetry-story by Parag Ghosh) 
 

It was raining last night. The sky still has a few patches of gray. The barn door visible behind a small cattle farm 
has some wet spots, may be a few wrinkles of dripping water. This is an ordinary day – not a special one. I 
arrived at my camp this morning. The ground smells fresh, water washed leaves on trees look brighter than 
usual, weak sun light peeking through clouds made the camp a strangely welcoming place. One by one many 
are arriving here. Some are sitting on the ground, some are laying on the grass and some sitting on benches. 
This is a confusing place for me – this camp is limited in space, but it needs to accommodate all. After looking 
at few faces I felt I may know them, but the next moment I realized that was not possible. After living in this 
camp for a few days its environment and surrounding will feel different, sometimes stressful. The same air will 
feel heavy, the same sun will feel more heated, the same water will feel less fresh. Still I will love this camp. 
 

Today I see a few people gathered under a large oak tree, discussing something serious. A couple of blue jays 
are walking around searching for food around the tree. On the other side of the road, sitting in the front-porch 
of an old house some are singing a folk tune with their eyes closed. The tune is more addictive than sweet. 
After turning my head I see a short distance away, a large number of people are fighting over something in a 
wheat field. Their angry and envious faces are inflicting pain on each other. Around that muddy field some 
very busy people walk by indifferently, not batting an eyelid. 
Across the field sitting in a peaceful cemetery somebody is crying. Her tear drops are falling over a tombstone. 
Bedside the cemetery on a leafy unpaved road two ladies are talking about their children loudly. Their eyes are 
shining with pride and hope. Everything looks so natural. Everything is normal now – to be changed only in a 
few hours, few days. 
 

Now the sun is rising in a bright, blue sky 
In a few hours the shadows of pines and oaks will be longer, water in the lake will be warm 
I started walking, feeling powerful 
In just a few hours I will sit down, stretching my hands for support 
Some started falling in love 
In a few hours most will start forgetting faces 
In a few hours the light will change from blue to gray to gold 
 

After a month the camp is quite crowded now. People are still coming every day. In the last three days we had 
to accommodate many more people in our tent. We shared food, love and sorrow. However we did not feel 
deprived, nothing felt missing. Today people in the next tent have invited us for a festival – the festival for 
celebrating sweet living. I enjoy an amazing evening under colored lights; we are eating and drinking, dancing 
in a circle in that same wheat field muddied with anger, depression and loss. 
 

Nobody understands the meaning of this celebration. We are just enjoying its music and dancing in the same 
circle, on the same intoxicating tune. Now the air is getting chilly, and a few drops of rain starts to fall again. 
Still there are many hours before morning. Evening is always young before it ends. A friend from my tent 
asked me to hold the lamp – it needs more oil to burn. He left - may not come back again. But I am waiting for 
him. May be the night is still young to continue this festivity – it is still a few hours before the next morning. 
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‘öÉÀ© ASÀÝ ©¨AU, ÞÉÀn ASÀÝ ÌC’ 
SÉ, ©ÉÌ ~c@ØÉr ~ÉTÉÌ À@ØÉËÉÝ? 

©Éq Àcr A@Øa¨ A°S oÀÌ Z¨ÀJB Àc¦ÛÉAha j@Ø 
AcÀrK TÉoFT | sÉÀ© gÝ ÀSq ÌC ÀUÀw 
@ØÉÀÞÀ»v °Éw ÞÌÉÌ cÉ vÉÌÀÞSvÉqS ÞÀ¦Û 

ÀVýÉÀÌ ÀmvS öcÉÌ | ~ËO ÀaÀU ÀTÀÝ A@Ø²cÉ 
Aw^ðf öÉJ@Ø ÞÉ¦ÛÀUq, À®g ~Éq@ØSvÉ Aåý@Øü @ØÀÌq 

vþÉÀcU mÞÀv öÉABÌ öRÝÉ sÉÀc | 
[©Àc ©ÉÀ© UÉg öÝ SÉ A@Øa¨q - À® j@Ø 
~SF vAÞ@Ø |] ÀrK Þs»^ä @ØTAÞ´vÉÀÌÌq 
rÌSÉÞ^ð öÀ© öÀUÉ | ©Àc S©¨S À@ØÉÀSÉ 

@ØTAÞ´vÉÌ öÉ¦»-~ÀÝÌ ®Vv-~ÀÝÌ A@ØÀS ÞÝ®É 
cÉÀB SÄ @ØÌÀ© ÌÉAB Sq | ~ÉTÉÌ @ØTAÞ´vÉÀÌ 

~ÉÀa ÞÉA© TÉqÀnØÉ®¬ØÀvÌ ÞÉRÝÉÌ-ÞÀÝxv, 
À®vÉ öÀUÉ @ØFÉSgÉ® ~ÉÌ ©¨AU@ØÉÌ c°ÀU 
©ÉU¨Ì ASÀO ÀOÀÞ oÌUÉT @ØTAÞ´vÉÀÌÌ 
TkAK@ØÉ | èd öÀUÉ vþÉÀÝU AÞAÌÝ¦ | 

ñB¨w cUÉ ÀsÀ© ÞÉÀÌ | 
À®q ñB¨ÀwÌ ÀÌÀr OÀUAa jAwÀÝ, 

A°ÀÝ OÀUÀa ®¨¦Û®¨A¦Û À® TwÀBÌ wgfÀÌ | 
À°ZÉq sÉ@Ø SÉ - 
öÉÀ© ASÀÝ q°¨JÌ, 

sÉRÝÉ sÉÝ @ØÀ©É°¨Ì | 
 

BfcÀSÌ sÉJ©É@ØU OUÀa cSücS, 
©ÉÌq ¬ØÉÀJ@Ø ¬ØÉJÀ@Ø sÉAha OÉAUÀÝ 

Õa¨ÀJOÉÌ ~ßSÕ | 
 

SÉ, j@ØvÉ A¦wAS¬ØÉq¦ SÉT A°À© öÀc | 
any suggestion ? 

SÉT sÉq ÀöÉ@Ø, this medium is serving me 
right. TÀS öÀha j@ØvÉ A@Øa¨ ÞÉRÝÉ ÀwÀa | 
SÉSÉ ÞÌfQØÉ ASAÌQØÉ OÀUÀa | j@Ø j@ØcÉÌ 

qhaÉ @ØÌÀa ÞÉRÝÉÌ-ÞÀÝxvÌ wþÉA¬Ø@Ø jÀ¬Øåv 
æÀUÉ cFcöÉÌ @ØÀÌ À°ZÉq sÉ@Ø | No … resist 

this temptation.  
Ar\Þ ®pAÄÀ© ®esT ~ÉcrF@Ø | 

ÞÀÌÌ TkñÀ©» | 

~ÉS¦¨, ~ÉS¦¨ - A¦AUv |  öÀha SÉ, A@Øa¨À©q 
öÀha SÉ | @ØTAÞ´vÉÀÌÌ 

TÉ´® A°ÀÝ @ØÉÌ®ÉÌ W¨A¦ÛÀÝ ®c Ì@ØT UÉqS 
~ÉJ@ØÉ sÉÝ SÉ | sÉ A@ØSÉ ~A© ®öÀB @ØÌÉ ®¯ºc 
ÀÞSA®U A°ÀÝ @ØÉwÀBÌ ´ÞÀÌ | cFÉÞÉÌvÉ ÀTÀS 

ASÀ©q öÀc | 
~©ÀÝc ÀgÉÀwÉ ¬ØþÉ®Àvþ®ÀS | Yet, keep 

trying. Ar\Þ @ØÌÀ© ÀwÀU @ØpAnT A@Øa¨ cÉJoÉ 
P©AÌ @ØÌÉÌ ÞþÀÝÉBS öÝ, ÀsTS @ØAc @ØAc©ÉÀ@Ø 

cÉJÀo aÀ^° | 
 

Call it an art or an experiment 
here’s my creation 

for your eyes 
on this festive celebration. 

 

 
 

- Arc re@ØÌ c®¨
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´^ðÝS 
  

~ÉAT W¨C¨Ì ÞÀÌ SÉOÀ© ÀwÀUq 

WÉwÌÉvÉ sÉÝ Z¨ÀU 

wÉÀCÌ c¨À@Ø Àb´jÌ ÀgUÉ ~ÉaÉ¦Û ZÉÝ ÀÌ @Ø¨ÀU 

WÉwÌÉ Às sÉÝ Z¨ÀU ... 
 
- A°ÀcF^°¨ ÞÉU 
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- ~ÞS c®¨

 
 

 
‘@Ø©çÞ Àmðö @ØAÌÕ - ÌAccÉÀÌÌ @ØËÉ 
 

cÉCÉUfÌ ÀwMÌc ©ÉÌ gÉKÉ R ®emâpA© | jq ÀwMÌÀcÌ ~ÉmªÉ° ~ÉTÉÀ°Ì AXª©fÝ ÞþB^ëÀ@Ø A°ÀÝ sÉcÉÌ mªóð 
ASÀÝq èd öÀÝAaU ~ÉTÉÀ°Ì ÌAccÉÌ | A@Øa¨ ÀUÉÀ@ØÌ ~S¨ÀÌÉÀo, ´l®ÉÀö jce ´À°FÉÀw, ~ÉTÉÀ°Ìq j@Ø 
Pci@ØZÉSÉÌ TÉn ®É©Av aÉnaÉnf ÀSÀÝ ÌAccÉÀÌÌ B^ë | ~ÉTÉÀ°Ì À®q ÀaÉv cÉeUÉ ÞÉirÉUÉ ÌAccÉÌ ~ÉB 
aÕcaÀÌ ÞÉ A°U jce aÉnaÉnf ®eZFÉ jZS Þ¡ÉÀrÉo» | ÌAccÉÀÌÌ jq ®É¬ØÀUFÌ BSF ~crFq ÞþoÉS© 
´À\UZF öU ÌAccÉÀÌÌ j@ØÉ^ðc©»f ÞAÌcÉÌ | ÌAccÉÀÌÌ sÉÌÉ ®°®F ©ÉÌÉ ÀTÉvÉT¨Av j@Øq ~É°r» ASÀÝ ÀmªhaÉÝ 
ASÀBÀ°Ì jq ÞAÌcÉÀÌÌ ~^äg»¨½ @ØÀÌÀa | ‘ÀmªhaÉÝÕ cUÉÌ @ØÉÌH öU- ÌAccÉÀÌÌ jq ®É¬ØÀUFÌ AÞaÀS Às 
®TÝ jce @ØAiS ÞAÌrþT cFÝ @ØÌÉ °Ì@ØÉÌ öÀÝÀa, ÀBÉÌ @ØÀÌ ©É @ØÉ´À@Ø A°ÀÝ @ØÌÉÀSÉ sÉÝ SÉ | ÌAccÉÀÌÌ jq 
nØTÉw© ®É¬ØUFq ÞþTÉH Às j@ØvÉ ´hO©Ì ~É°r» ASÀÝ èd SÉ öÀU jvÉ ®¯ºc ö© SÉ | ‘mªÉÀ°Ar@Ø©ÉÕ ÞþcÀ^Î 
Ìcf^°þSÉË AUÀZÀaS qÀeÌBf ArAQØ© jce AcÀ°rf ABASÀ®Ì AcUÉA®©ÉÝ ~gFmä ©l@ØÉUfS ~É°r»cÉ°f s¨cÀ@ØÌÉ 
‘@Ø©çÞ Àmðö @ØAÌÕ À°rf ABAS® cFcöÉÌ @ØÌÀ© èd @ØÀÌAaÀUS | ©ÉÌ ®ÀÊ jqs¨ÀwÌ, jÀ°Àr cÉeUÉ ÀrZÉÌ 
cFÉÞÉÌvÉ Ai@Ø ©¨USfÝ SÉ öÀUR ~ÉTÉÌ AcrÂÉ® ~ÉÀa Às ®cÉÌ RÞÀÌ TÉ©pgÉKÉÌ ÞþA© jq Àmðöq c©»TÉÀS 
jce gAcKFÀ© ÌAccÉÀÌÌ ®É¬ØUF AOÌmÏÉÝf @ØÌÀc | STmâÉÌ | 
       

- ~d^Î©f OFÉvÉAB» 
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Remembering Kazi Nazrul Islam 
 - Pradip Gangopadhyay 
 
Kazi Nazrul Islam was born in the village of Churulia in the Burdwan District of Bengal (now located in the 
Indian state of West Bengal). 
  

Kazi Nazrul Islam on Rabindranath's death: 
 On Tagore's death Kazi Nazrul was shocked and wrote the poem "Rabi Hara" (loss of Rabindranath) on that 
day and the recording & background music was provided by Kamal Dasgupta (1912-74), renowned singer, 
composer & closed friend Kazi Nazrul Islam. 
 Listen to the poem "Rabi Hara" by Kazi Nazrul Islam's own voice ... 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jk04gc5IsZY 
  

Kazi Nazrul was awarded the title of The National Poet of Bangladesh 
  

Studying up to Class X, Nazrul did not appear for the matriculation pre-test examination, enlisting instead in 
the Indian Army in 1917 at the age of eighteen. He joined the British army mainly for two reasons: first, his 
youthful romantic inclination to respond to the unknown and, secondly, the call of politics. Attached to the 
49th Bengal Regiment, he was posted to the cantonment in Karachi, where he wrote his first prose and poetry. 
Although he never saw active fighting, he rose in rank from corporal to havildar, and served as quartermaster 
for his battalion. During this period, Nazrul read extensively, and was deeply influenced by Rabindranath 
Tagore and Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay, as well as the Persian poets Hafez, Rumi and Omar Khayyam. He 
learnt Persian poetry from the regiment's Punjabi moulvi, practiced music and pursued his literary interests. His 
first prose work, "Baunduler Atmakahini" ("Life of a Vagabond") was published in May, 1919. His poem 
"Mukti" ("Freedom") was published by the "Bangla Mussalman Sahitya Patrika" ("Bengali Muslim Literary 
Journal") in July 1919. 
  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1Ws8wkxoWI&feature=related 
  

Bengali Songs - NajrulGeeti  
 Though Kazi Nazrul Islam was primarily known as a rebelian poet -- that's just one part.  His musical talent was 
equally strong if not better. 

 Kazi Nazrul created two "raginis" --- "Benuka" and "Dolonchapa." 

 Essentially, Kazi Nazrul proved that it's not necessary to learn Hindi to sing "Dhrupad" or "Kheyal" (classical 
songs) -- one can sing in Bengali language. 
Source: Nazrul-Geeti (complete) edited by Abdul Aziz Al-Aman*. Mr. Aman recorded the birth & demise as 11 
Jaistha 1306 (24 May 1899) an d 12 Bhadro 1383 (29 August 1976) NOTE: Most Internet Information I came 
across records Kazi Nazrul’s official birthday as 25 May 1899 – only exception I came across are Mr. Aman* & 
Ms. Aparna Chatterjee * (Delhi University Gold Medalist freelance editor based in UK) – both recorded Kazi 
Nazrul’s birthday as 24 May 1899 – please read her article referred later.   
http://www.calcuttaweb.com/gaan/najrul/    (partial Nazrul-geeti lising) 
 A classical sample of Nazrul-geeti 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VE-wZZ7WoIE&feature=related 
  

He was married to Pramila Sengupta on 12 Baisakh 1331 (25 April 1924). He named his sons with both Hindu 
and Muslim names: Krishna Mohammad, Arindam Khaled(bulbul), Kazi Sazbyasachi and Kazi Aniruddha. 

  

Kazi Nazrul wrote: 
 “Come brother Hindu! Come Musalman! Come Buddhist! Come Christian! Let us transcend all barriers, let us 
foresake forever all smallness, all lies, all selfishness and let us call brothers as brothers. We shall quarrel no 
more”.......
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‘’I can tolerate Hinduism and Muslims but I cannot tolerate the Tikism (Tiki is a tuft of never cut hair kept on 
the head by certain Hindus to maitain personal Holiness) and beardism. Tiki is not Hinduism. It may be the sign 
of the pundit. Similarly beard is not Islam, it may be the sign of the mollah. All the hair-pulling have originated 
from those two tufts of hair. Today’s fighting is also between the Pundit and the Mollah: It is not between the 
Hindus and the Muslims. No prophet has said, ‘’I have come for Hindus I have come for Muslims I have come 
for Christians.” They have said, “I have come for the humanity for everyone, like light’’. But the devotees of 
Krishna says, “Krishna is for Hindus”. The followers of Muhammad (Sm) says, “Muhammad (Sm) is for the 
Muslims”. The Disciple of Christ is for Christian”. Krishna-Muhammad-Christ have become national property. 
This property is the root of all trouble. Men do not quarrel for light but they quarrel over cattles.” 

 Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kazi_Nazrul_Islam  
 

Additional recommended reading ... 
  

Kazi Nazrul Islam - The National Poet of Bangladesh : A Profile Study By Aparna Chatterjee    
* Note: Only Aparna Chatterjee & Abdul Aziz Al-Aman recorded Kazi Nazrul Islam's birthday 24 May 1899.  
http://ezinearticles.com/?Kazi-Nazrul-Islam-The-National-Poet-of-Bangladesh-:-A-Profile-Study&id=539649 
 
 

Reality Bites 
 - Samarpan Majumder 
 

The Delhi High Court’s verdict on July 3, 2009 in India legalizing the consensual relationship between two same 
sex individuals, overturning a 148-year-old colonial-era law that criminalized homosexuality made news 
headlines around the world. The judges, much to the surprise of the country, said that this law violated 
sections of the Constitution and had to be repealed. But the journey doesn’t end here. A petition challenging 
the judgment has been filed in the Supreme Court of India, which declined to stay the High Court verdict, 
saying it would wait for the government to come out with a definite stand on the issue. 
 

While I have never considered myself an activist for gay rights, what makes me wonder is the government’s 
and society’s apathy towards the physical, mental and emotional well being of a cross section of a people just 
simply because they are homosexual and they don’t feel attracted to opposite sex. Some anti gay right 
protesters often attack them as being unnatural and even go so far as to label them as criminals to the society, 
who are tearing apart the very fabric of natural force and institution of marriage. Agreed, it is unnatural to 
sound and see same sex marriage in our Indian culture which is conservative (?) in spite of a nation which gave 
the world the Kamasutra and Khajuraho temple which clearly show at the pinnacle, the closest a human 
reaches God /Nirvana is a sexual orgasm or the murals in Konark sun temple, where there is an ample and 
substantial body of evidence that suggests that homosexuality was prevalent at those time. Bottom line, 
whatever happens between two 'consenting adults ' in the private confines of a bedroom should be allowed 
and not frowned upon. How is it that we have developed a warped sense of narrow mindedness as nation? It’s 
imperative to know that there is significant percent of population in India who are gay or lesbian but are 
closeted out of fear or social stigma and never come out openly. To prevent this significant number to express 
their feelings is to deprive the citizen of their fundamental rights and not to count every citizen as equal. If we 
learn lesson from history, even Galileo and Copernicus sounded unnatural to the orthodox Church. It is time to 
educate the people and to accept and adapt to the situation and realize the importance of giving equal rights 
to the homosexuals in every possible aspect. If we don’t, we are hoodwinking one aspect of medical science. It 
is now accepted that part of the reason for one being homosexual is hormonal imbalance and definitely the 
associated environment can augment the homosexual characteristic. Some people in India voiced their 
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grievances and went on saying that legalizing same sex marriage is like opening up a Pandora’s box and it will 
just create an AIDS epidemic. There is no denying the fact odds of having AIDS is much higher in homosexual 
population but much of that undoubtedly stems from the secret lifestyle gays must lead because they are 
branded as social outcasts. AIDS is least prevalent among heterosexuals in stable and monogamous 
relationships and there is no reason to believe that encouraging monogamy among gays would increase the 
spread of AIDS.  
 

On personal front, I was very sad and confused after my last visit to Kolkata, when I came to know that two of 
my childhood friends could not go any further knowing fully well they have homosexual feelings towards each 
other. A couple of our friends initially thought about talking to them and their respective families but what 
deterred them was Indian penal Code 377, which bans homosexual rights or their union and anyone violating 
this code can face maximum punishment of up to life imprisonment. The law is draconian. In that sense, I 
believe this verdict by Delhi High Court is very bold and sensible. Let’s see how Supreme Court reacts to the 
petition filed by a Delhi astrologer challenging Delhi High Court’s decision. I believe repealing the Delhi High 
Court’s landmark decision would be a retrograde and nihilistic approach. The sooner the Supreme Court 
decides the better. “Justice delayed is justice denied” in this case, contrary to “Justice hurried is justice 
buried”.  
 

There is no statistics with pretty big sample size across the nation by any reliable source so far about the 
percentage of homosexuals in India. There was one snap poll by India Today back in 2007 that put the number 
around 37%. It’s staggering and unbelievable and I personally think that it had a pretty large margin of error 
and probably they took into account of all those indulging in homosexual fantasy rather than the actual 
homosexuals.  Let’s have a reality check in some cities in India (net search).  
Across all towns, men in Hyderabad are the most likely to approve of homosexuality with 61 percent reporting 
as much. At 35 percent, Delhi has the second highest levels of approval.  
 

Nearly one in three men surveyed in Hyderabad claims to be homosexual. Of this lot, 22 percent are admitted 
and proclaimed gays (out of the closet) while 13 percent are closet homosexuals. Other towns with high 
reportage of homosexual experience are Chennai (33%) and Delhi (26%). There is as high as 70% homosexuals 
in Indian modeling and fashion industry, recently claimed by Prahlad Kakkar, the renowned corporate ad 
“guru”.  
 

Don’t get unnerved seeing this statistics. It’s no new to modern day society. Homosexuality was prevalent 
even in ancient Greek civilization. It’s an absolute axiomatic truth. In Sparta (in ancient Greece), the Spartans 
used to indulge themselves in what is called “Greek Pederastic tradition”, where it was kind of obligatory for 
every male adult citizen to attract an adolescent boy and the Greeks considered it normal for any man to be 
drawn to the beauty of an adolescent boy — just as much if not more than to that of a woman. In the writings 
of Plato, it is believed that even Socrates was in favor of it sans its sexual contour. Unfortunately, it is believed 
in those relationships involving common men, almost always “Platonic love” was compromised. Famous Greek 
philosopher Aristotle claimed that the lawgivers encouraged pederasty as a means of population control, by 
directing love and sexual desire into non-procreative channels. Much later, even Oscar Wilde believed in this 
tradition and he openly came out and indulged himself in this act and later was jailed. There is substantial and 
persuasive body of evidence that suggests that in the European renaissance time, there were lot of thinkers 
and luminaries, who supported this kind of practice. Michaelangelo, the great Sculptor is one of them. I am 
trying to bring home to the point that homosexuality has been around from time immemorial everywhere in 
the world overtly or covertly and it’s not a good idea to call it a curse of the present modern day civilization. 
It’s no longer anachronistic and we should face it and give the homosexuals their due right and respect. 
 
Acknowledgement: My sincere thanks to my friend, Dr. Michael Bruno for going through the manuscript and my 
appreciation to two of my NGO friends back in India (prefer to remain anonymous) for providing me with some useful 
information. 
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CELEBRITY CONNECTIONS 
 

Bhoomi’s lead singer SOUMITRA RAY shares thoughts on their 2009 Raleigh concert 
 

Following our visit and performance in 2006 for our 878th show 
at the Durham Griffith theater of Duke University, we had 
eagerly waited for a recall to one of our favorite communities in 
the US. So when we were re-invited this year for our 1246th 
show, for the BANC, we literally jumped with excitement. 
Thankfully this time it wasn't just a one night halt, and we could 
spend a good 4 days with some of our most wonderful friends. 
Hosted by Swaty and Prasenjit, we were literally spoilt with 
warmth and hospitality and I personally felt most touched as 
my "buddy", 7 year old Orko made his room available for me. 
The get togethers at Pranab Majumder and Kaushik Sen's house will be evenings we'll remember for long, for 
the impromptu singing sessions and outstanding and lavish cuisine (Not to forget the wine tasting).  
The concert itself at the Garner Historic Auditorium went wonderfully well with superb professional sound 
management. 
Also, hats off to each and every person who traveled last year to Columbus, OH and this year to Atlanta, GA 
for the Bongomelas, to lend us their support. 
We are grateful to the community for hosting us and look forward eagerly to performing for you all again. 
Soumitra 
 
 

 
‘Connection’ (in mixed media painting) – Promila Sen   
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     This Kids Corner of Diganta opens up like a fresh  
bouquet of assorted flowers – each vibrant, colorful 
and inspiring – splendid creative expressions of 
diverse cultural and natural concepts.   
  

      Words fall at a loss to express how much we 
appreciate and thank each of these literary and art 
nuggets for this escorted journey into their 
imaginative mind.   
  

       It is for you – our budding talents, we hold our 
hands together and say out  
loud -   
 

"aashche bochor   
 abaar hobe." 
 
- Editors (BANC, 2009) 

- Piyali Roy (age 6 years) 
 

 
 

- Kamalika Das (age 7 years) 
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RAIN 

     - Shraman Sen (age 11 years) 
 

I can hear the rain’s sound 
Increasing greenness in the world 
Greenness that can always be found 
It is universal, it shall never be sold. 
 
The sound of thunder welcomes rain 
As rain starts to fall like ink dripping from a 
pen 
 In my heart there shall be no pain 
Watching the rainbow at the end. 
 
 
 

- Brinda Sen (age 4 years) 
 
 
 

 
 

Art 
- Anesha Nandi (age 11 years) 

 
No rules 

No instructions 
Just you and your thoughts 

You can do whatever you 
Want you want to do 

 
Express yourself 

Show off your feelings 
On paper 

With color 
 

You don’t have to be precise 
You can go crazy 

 
Art can be what you see 

But it’s mainly what you feel 

 
                      - Siddhartha Das (age 8 years) 
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      - Saurish Ghosh (age 5 years)     - Shraman Ghosh (age 9 years) 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 - Orko Sen  
 (age 7 Years) 
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The Wind 
- Shalini Sarkar (age 11 years) 

 

The wind blows endlessly on,  
Its own lonely, quiet, mournful, song 

Sings at dawn and at dusk, 
But midday, no song it feels must 

Listen carefully, for in night, at dark 
It chirps throughout the night like a lark 

 

But the wind can be deadly 
In a raging gale, it’s not so friendly 

Don’t meet with it during 
A raging hurricane 

Be tucked away safely 
To live up to your name 

 

The wind can peaceful, quiet, serene 
And some feel like they are in a dream 

But the wind can be bad 
Go away, quick, the end might be sad 

Mostly the wind chirps like a bird 
And then it ends its song, word by word. 

    
 

             
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

‘a bug’, a doodle on Magna Doodle  
- Amitauja Oishii Basu (age 5 years) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

-  ‘from a bug’s point of view’ oil pastel & ink on paper - Vedatman Soham Basu (age 9 years)  
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THAT Recipe                                                                                                                                                                      
 

In this era of Thirty Minutes Meal and Semi Home Made Cooking, there is always a time when the Dad 
rolls up his sleeve and digs out THAT special recipe to charm his wife and kids on a leisurely Sunday afternoon.  
For which, the wife has to admit that her husband can cook and the kids proclaim that their Dad is the best 
cook in the whole wide world.   
 

There is also the turbulent time when the Moms pull out their notebooks, diaries and jhol-halud makha 
recipe cards to cook THAT special recipe (to the beat of haiyo, haiyo) once more knowing that Ghosh babu or 
Lokkhi di really enjoyed that recipe last time and feeling ever so confident, that the 
Bose and Das families who are coming over for dinner tonight will love it as well.  
 

At the end of the dinner the ever so proud husband  
will declare to the guests that his ginni is the champion of 
THAT recipe and the guests will chime in with him 
adding the adjectives like ‘Phata-phati ranna ‘or 
‘Bhogobaner moto ranna.’  There is also the time 
when that newlywed girl is finalizing the menu for 
the guests she and her husband is going to 
entertain over the weekend. She makes a dash for the 
phone, pen and paper in hand, to make a phone call to her  
mom asking her for THAT recipe which she cooks so well. 
 

Once the guests are satisfied, she carefully tucks that piece of paper in her recipe folder (not yet 
stained by the years of jhol-holud) or makes a fair copy of it, always making sure that the special spice mom 
asked to add as per her own estimation actually meant one teaspoon.  
We have dedicated this section to all those “THAT recipes” which actually has that secret and special 
ingredient of triumphant moments of our life.  So lets chuck aside the “30 minutes” and “semi-home-mades” 
for some time and indulge in these pure satisfactions. 
 
 
‘doi mach’  - Prasenjit Roy 
 
Ingredients 

o 5 Pieces fish  
o 5 tbsp Curd  
o 1 Large onion 1 Large ginger  
o 4 tsp Cardamom powder  
o 1 tsp Turmeric powder  

o 1 tsp Cumin seed powder  
o 2 Green chillies (chopped)  
o Oil for frying  
o Red chilli and salt to taste

  
Procedure  
O Chop onion and grind it to make a paste. O Grind ginger to make a paste. O Wash the fish pieces properly. 
O Add salt and turmeric powder to fish pieces. O Heat the oil. O Fry onion paste, ginger paste, cumin seed 
powder and cardamom powder. O Add fish and fry till it gets cooked. O Now mix curd and chopped green 
chillies. O Put it over medium flame till it gets cooked properly. O Serve Doi Mach hot with rice.   
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Basil Egg Curry  - Biswadev (Dev)  Roy 
 
Ingredients

o 8-12 Boiled Eggs  
o 2 Medium size Potatoes cubed (optional)   
o 1 medium Red Onion   
o 5-6 Cloves of Garlic   
o 1-inch fresh ginger  
o Small bunch of fresh basil leaves   
o 1 small tomato sliced  
o Turmeric Powder 2 tsp  
o Cumin Powder 1.5 tsp  
o Coriander Powder ½ tsp  

o Red Chilly Powder (to taste)   
o Cumin seed 1 tsp   
o Dried Red pepper 1-2 (to taste)  
o Cinnamon stick 1   
o Dried Bay leaf –1   
o Vegetable Oil 2 Tbsp   
o Mustard oil 1 tsp   
o Salt (to taste)  
o Water or Chicken Broth  

  
 
Procedure 
O Hard Boil Eggs.  O In a small bowl mix cumin powder, coriander powder, red chilly powder and 1 tsp of 
turmeric with water to make a paste and set it aside.  O In a blender chop and mix the  
onion, garlic cloves and sliced ginger to make a uniform paste.  O Peel the eggs and 
drain the water completely.  O Dress the eggs with 1 tsp of turmeric powder, 1 tsp 
of mustard oil, sprinkle of rock salt and a sprinkle of red chilly powder.  O On a hot 
wok, add the vegetable oil and warm it to the temperature ready for frying.  O 
Add the dressed eggs to the hot oil and fry to light golden brown.  O Make sure 
to roll the eggs time to time to get uniform color all around.  O Save the fried 
eggs in a separate container.  O Fry the cubed potatoes and save it with the eggs 
(this is optional).  O To the hot oil in the wok, add the cumin seeds, bay leaf, 
cardamom stick and whole red pepper.  O As the seed start to pop, lower the 
heat, add the masala paste from step 2 and cover the wok.  O Turn the heat to 
medium and fry for 1.5 to 2 minutes.  O Turn the heat down to low.  O Add the 
onion-garlic-ginger paste to the masala cover it and simmer for another 3 to 4 
minutes.  O Open the lid, stir the masala, add sliced tomatoes and fresh basil 
leaves to the mix.  O Cover again and simmer for another 10 minutes, stirring 
occasionally.    O Once the masala mix turn reddish brown and you start getting the 
smell of fried spices, add the eggs and potatoes back in the wok.  O Stir a little. Cover  
and then simmer for another 1 minute.  O Add water (or chicken broth) and salt (if you  
are using chicken broth use very little or no salt).  O Mix the whole thing well.  O Turn the  
heat up, cover and let the mixture come to a rolling boil.  O After 2-3 rolls, turn the heat  
down and cook until the potatoes are fully cooked and tender.  O Serve hot with Rice or Roti.   
 
 
Pound Cake  - Sarani Sinha 
 
Ingredients

o 2 & 1/4 cup of flour  
o 2 cups of sugar (half cup less for those who 

doesn't prefer much sugar) 
o  1/2 teaspoon of salt 
o  1/2 teaspoon of baking soda 
o 1 teaspoon of vanilla 

o 1 teaspoon of lemon or orange extract 
o 3 eggs 
o 1 cup( 2 sticks of butter/margarine /canola 

oil) 
o 1 cup sour cream
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O Combine all the ingredients in a large bowl. O Using an electric mixer beat until well mixed. O Preheat 
oven to 350 degrees. O Grease and flour a cake pan. O Pour batter into cake pan. O Bake the cake for 35-40 
minutes.   
 
 
কাজ ুফুলকিপ  - Mahasweta Ghoshal 
 
Ingredients
১ টা ফুলকিপ বড় টুকেরা কের কাটা |   ১  কাপ কাজ ুবাটা |   ২ tsp আদা বাটা |   ১ tbsp দই |   আ�াজ মত নুন, িচিন |   
আ�াজ মত কাঁচা ল�া |   ১ tsp দারিচিন, েছাট এলাচ, লব� (গেড়া করা) |   ২/৩ tsp   েতল |   ১  কাপ কেচােনা ধেনপাতা 
(for garnishing) |    
 
Procedure 
O গরম েতেল ফুলকিপর টুকেরা অ� কের েভেজ িনেত হেব। O ফুলকিপ তুেল 
িনেয় ঐ েতেল েগাটা গরম মশলা েফাড়ন িদেয়ও কাজ ুবাটা অ� জেল গেল েছেড় 
দাও। O কাজ ুবাটা একটু ভাজা ভাজা হেল তােত আদাবাটা, নুন, িচিনও কাঁচা ল�া 
দাও। O একটু নাড়াচাড়া কের কশা মশলার মেধয এবার ভাজা ফুলকিপ েছেড় 
সামানয জল িদেয় ঢাকা দাও। O ফুলকিপ িস� হেয় এেল দই েফিেয় ওপের েঢেল 
দাও ও আেরাএকটু নাড়াচাড়া কের ধেনপাতা ছিড়েয় দাও। O েপালাও, ভাত বা 
রির সে� গরম গরম খাও।   
 
 
Cranberry Relish  - Piyali Springer 
 
Ingredients 

o 2 ½ cups crushed pineapple 
o 2 packages  red gelatin – choose from 

raspberry, cherry or strawberry  
o ¾ cup sugar 
o 2 cups hot water 
o ½ cup cold water 

o 2 tablespoons lemon juice 
o 1 ½  cups ground raw cranberries 
o 1 small orange ground with peel 
o 1 cup chopped celery 
o ½ cup walnuts or pecans or almonds 

 
Procedure  
O Drain pineapple, reserving syrup. O Combine gelatin and sugar and dissolve in hot water. O Add cold 
water, lemon juice and reserved pineapple syrup. O Chill till partially set. O Add pineapple and remaining 
ingredients. O Set in a mold and chill. O Makes 12 servings. 
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